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Two Chinese merchant ships were attacked in Mekong river and 13 crews were killed. Thai
policemen found 9 hundred thousand crystal meth on the ships. This new shocked China. Gang Gao,
the leader of Narcotics Corps in Yun Nan province was assigned to lead a special team to Golden
Triangle to investigate. Cooperated with a informer, Fanxin Wu, Gao discovered that 13 crew
member were brutally murdered and framed up. Gao and Wu decided to fight for justice out of China
no matter what it takes. Inspired by the true story known as the Mekong Massacre--two Chinese
commercial vessels are ambushed while traveling down the Mekong River in the waters of the
Golden Triangle, one of the largest drug-manufacturing regions in the world. 13 sailors are executed
at gunpoint, and 900,000 methamphetamine pills are recovered at the scene. Upon discovery, the
Chinese government immediately sends a band of elite narcotics officers led by Captain Gao Gang
(Zhang Hanyu) to the Golden Triangle to uncover the truth behind the murders. Tea field owner and
Golden Triangle-based intelligence officer Fang Xinwu (Eddie Peng) joins the investigation. After it is
discovered that the drugs seized on the Chinese ships had been planted by the henchman of a
notorious drug cartel leader named Naw Khar, the governments of Thailand, Laos, Myanmar and
China launch a joint task force to apprehend the criminal. The road to justice is, however, paved with
dangerous and deadly obstacles. As a foreigner I find it always difficult to watch an Asian movie.
Even with subtitles, what I am used to. It's because you can't make anything about any word they
say. Even if it they would speak about "McDonald's" for example you actually would not hear that
world out of their mouths. Besides of the linguistic barrier I saw some pretty good Asian movies. This
one is full of action, and if I have to be honest the action scenes are really good. The filming of those
action shots are of high quality. The story itself isn't bad either but to me it was just a bit too long to
stay concentrated for the entire movie. There are a lot of characters, a lot of action and a lot of fast
speaking that doesn't do any good to the movie. But it's okay to watch once though. Just for the
good action scenes you should give it a try. This film is intended to be a nationalistic exhibition and
exultation of the mighty prowess, fortitude and ingenuity of their Special Forces. Instead the film
portrays a bunch of inept and amateurish 'military' personnel--with Greek mythological figures as
nicknames no less--lacking real leadership, conviction, training, and strategic experience in
undercover and covert operations. This film would probably appeal to the uninformed simpletons.
Anyone with any type of military understanding would find this film laughable and appalling. The
filmmaker really did a disservice and insulted every member of the PRC military--along with the 13
Chinese victims, the real life casualties. They must be cringing if they could see this shameful
account unfolding like a Mickey Mouse escapade. Instead of what potentially could have been a
great showing of national pride, this film is just an embarrassing foray into the shoot-and-blow-them-
up genre. If you're into that type of films, then this one is for you. a5c7b9f00b 
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